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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a numerical model for the simula-
tion of chaos-modulated dual oscillator-based random num-
ber generators. Random number generation method based on
dual oscillator architecture is described. Developed model
allows the estimation of the output entropy and bias as a
function of design parameters, thus provides determination
of these parameters for a continuous-time chaotic source ap-
propriately. Numerical simulations are performed in order to
address important design issues and simulation results, ver-
ifying the feasibility and the correct operation of the model,
are presented. High-performance random number generators
can be realized in the light of the numerical model.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, because of the increasing demand of electronic
official and financial transactions, the need for information
secrecy has raised. Therefore, random number generators
(RNGs) which have been used for only military crypto-
graphic applications in the past got expanding usage for a
typical digital communication equipment.

Almost all cryptographic systems require unpredictable
values, therefore RNG is a fundamental component for cryp-
tographic mechanisms. Generation of public/private key-
pairs for asymmetric algorithms and keys for symmetric
and hybrid crypto systems require random numbers. The
one-time pad, challenges, nonces, padding bytes and blind-
ing values are created by using truly random number gen-
erators (TRNGs) [1]. Pseudo-random number generators
(PRNGs) generate bits in a deterministic manner. In order
that pseudo-random sequences appear to be generated by a
TRNG, PRNGs must be seeded by a shorter truly random
sequence [2]. Random numbers are also used during the au-
thentication procedure between two crypto equipments and
initial value randomization of a crypto module that realizes
an algorithm.

Even if TRNG design is known, any useful prediction
about the output can not be made. To fulfill the requirements
for secrecy of one-time pad, key generation and any other
cryptographic applications, the TRNG must satisfy the fol-
lowing properties: The output bit stream of the TRNG must
pass all the statistical tests of randomness; the next random
bit must be unpredictable; the same output bit stream of the
TRNG must not be able to reproduced [3]. The best way to
generate truly random numbers is to exploit the natural ran-
domness of the real world by finding a random event that
happens regularly [3]. Examples of such usable event in-
clude elapsed time during radioactive decay, thermal and shot

noise, oscillator jitter and the amount of charge of a semicon-
ductor capacitor [2].

There are few integrated circuit (IC) TRNG designs re-
ported in the literature; however fundamentally four different
techniques were mentioned for generating random numbers:
amplification of a noise source [4, 5] dual oscillator archi-
tecture [1, 6, 7], discrete-time chaotic maps [8, 9, 10] and
continuous-time chaotic oscillators [11, 12]. In spite of the
fact that, the use of discrete-time chaotic maps in the real-
ization of TRNG is well-known for some time, it was only
recently shown that continuous-time chaotic oscillators can
be used to realize TRNGs also. Following up in this direc-
tion, we investigated the usefulness of the developed numeri-
cal model to analyze continuous-time chaos & dual oscillator
based TRNG designs.

External interference is a major concern in TRNG de-
sign since interfered and random signals have comparable
levels. To solve this problem in [7], a TRNG which mixes
three of the four mentioned TRNG techniques except for the
continuous-time chaos method was presented. Similar to this
approach, a TRNG design which uses the dual oscillator ar-
chitecture with continuous-time chaotic oscillator was pro-
posed in [12]. In this design [12] random bit sequences were
generated by sampling the output of a fast oscillator at the
rising edges of a slower clock, frequency of which was mod-
ulated by a chaotic signal.

In [12], chaos-modulated dual oscillator architecture was
not analyzed in detail. It was only experimentally verified
that, proposed structure pass the statistical tests for random-
ness without any further post-processing for much higher
throughput rates.

This paper introduces a numerical model for the simu-
lation of chaos-modulated dual oscillator-based TRNGs and
states important design issues. Developed model allows the
estimation of the output entropy and bias as a function of the
design parameters, thus provides determination of these pa-
rameters for a continuous-time chaotic source appropriately.

2. DUAL OSCILLATOR ARCHITECTURE

Dual oscillator architecture is a popular method used for de-
riving a random source. In this method, dual free-running os-
cillators one being fast and one being slower are used. There
are TRNG studies in the literature indicating their investiga-
tion that typical levels of oscillator jitter are not nearly suffi-
cient to produce statistical randomness [7].

Consequently, two processes have been adopted to fur-
ther randomize the output of a classical dual oscillator based
TRNG: Postprocessing techniques, compromising the un-
predictability of the TRNG, are added [13] which will de-



crease the throughput; or a noise source is used to modulate
the frequency of the slower clock [1, 14], where fast clock
is sampled with the rising edge of noise-modulated slower
clock. In this case, drift between the two clocks provides the
source of random binary digits. Similar to amplification of a
noise source technique, the noise must be amplified to a level
where it can be used to modulate the frequency of the slower
clock.

Throughput of the slower clock, which determines the
throughput data rate of TRNG, is basically limited by the
bandwidth of the noise signal used as the core of the TRNG,
caused by the bandwidth of the amplifier. As a result of
the limitation indicated above, highest speed TRNG based
on classical dual oscillator architecture has been presented in
[14] with throughput rate of 10Mbps.

Figure 1: Chaos-modulated dual oscillator architecture.

Dual oscillator architecture was improved in [12], devel-
oping the idea to mix a few TRNG techniques and as a nov-
elty including continuous time chaos method. In this new
structure which is shown in Fig. 1, output of a fast oscillator
is sampled on the rising edge of the chaos-modulated slower
clock using a D flip-flop.

A voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is used to imple-
ment the modulation of the slower clock frequency with the
chaotic oscillator output signal. Center frequency of the
VCO determines the center frequency of the slower clock.
Drift between the two oscillators provides random bit gen-
eration to be more robust. Because of the nonlinear aliasing
phenomenon associated with sampling, the dual oscillator ar-
chitecture achieves increased output throughput and higher
statistical quality [7].

In the previous designs [12, 15, 16], chaotic signals
were converted into binary sequences by using a compara-
tor, which is basically analog to digital convertion in two bit
quanta. However dual oscillator architecture provides most
of the frequency components of input signal to affect the out-
put. High deviation level achieved by chaos-modulated os-
cillator was reported in [12], where the measured minimum
period and the maximum period feature a deviation much
greater than the fast oscillator period thus provides uncor-
related random bit stream.

It was experimentally verified in [12] that, in order to re-
move the biasing of the output bit sequence, fast oscillator
should have a balanced duty cycle. To get a satisfactory re-
sult, fast oscillator was implemented in [12] by dividing the
frequency of a low jitter crystal oscillator by a certain num-
ber, which provides a fast oscillator with a duty cycle very
close to 50%.

The slow and fast oscillators used in [1] and [14] have
center frequency ratios in the order of 1 : 100. Similarly, ex-
perimental results were successful in [15], when the slower
clock frequency is adjusted up to 170 KHz for a center fre-

quency ratio of 1 : 111.
On the contrary to classical noise-based dual oscilla-

tor architecture, chaos-modulated dual oscillator architecture
exploits the chaotic signal, which is in the order of a few volts
with a center operation frequency ( f0) in the GHz range,
without using any amplifier. In this architecture, f0 basically
determines the theoretical limit of the throughput rate ( frng)
which results in the order of a few ten times f0. Such data
rates, which are substantially higher than the throughput of
TRNGs available on the market and in the literature, may
render proposed TRNGs exploiting continuous-time chaos
attractive when compared to their counterparts based on the
other common techniques.

It should be noted that, doubts about the previous dual
oscillator architectures concern the choice of design parame-
ters. Their values depend on experimental data and this is
a drawback of the previous designs. For the purpose of ad-
dressing this issue an effective model, which provides appro-
priately chosen design parameters, is developed in this paper.

3. MODELING OF DUAL OSCILLATOR

ARCHITECTURE

Due to their extreme sensitivity to initial conditions, having
a positive Lyapunov exponent and a noise-like power spec-
trum, which make them unpredictable [17], chaotic systems
lend themselves to be exploited for random number genera-
tion.

In order to obtain random bit sequences from a
continuous-time chaotic oscillator by using dual oscillator
architecture, only one of the state variables of the chaotic
system is exploited. This method relies on generating non-
invertible data from the waveform of the chaotic oscillator
and it should be noted that non-invertibility is a key feature
for generating PRNGs [18]. Although n-dimensional trajec-
tories in the state plane is invertible, one may obtain a non-
invertible section by considering only the values correspond-
ing to one of the states, say x.

Developed numerical model will allow the estimation of
the output bit entropy and bias as a function of the design
parameters, thus will adapt dual oscillator architecture for a
continuous-time chaotic source by determining appropriate
design parameters. For a constant VCO modulation signal
x, the frequency of the slower clock fslow can be calculated
according to the following equation:

fslow = fslow center(K1 + K2x + K3x2) (1)

where fslow center is the center frequency of the slower
clock, corresponding to VCO, determines the throughput
data rate ( frng). Herein, K1, K2 and K3 are the model para-
meters which can be determined by applying a curve fitting
method to approximate the nonlinear transfer function of the
given VCO module. For −xmax < x < xmax, VCO converts
the chaotic signal x via the nonlinear relationship into a fre-
quency signal and the related period values, distributed about
the mean period 1/ fslow center .

If the fast and the slower clock frequencies are known as
well as the starting phase difference∆T , the output of the fast
oscillator, sampled at the rising edge of the chaos-modulated
slower clock, can be predicted as illustrated in Fig. 2. It can
be shown that the binary data S(dual oscillator)i is the inverse of
least significant bit of the ratio between the total periods of
the slower clock and period of the fast clock:



Figure 2: Fast and the slower clock output signals.

S(dual oscillator)i = ((b
(∑i

j=1 Tslow j)−∆T

Tf ast /2
cmod2)/(2d f ast))

′

(2)
where Tf ast = 1

f f ast
, f f ast and d f ast are the period, fre-

quency and the duty cycle of the fast clock, respectively. In
practice, center frequency of the slower clock is assigned at
least a hundred times the center operation frequency of the
chaotic oscillator ( f0). Hence, in Tslow time, x can be consid-
ered as a constant signal but in order to simulate the modu-
lation of the VCO by a continuous-time chaotic signal more
accurately, average of x is used instead of discrete time sam-
ples and the periods of the slower clock Tslow j are obtained
at times satisfying:

Tslow j = 1
fslow center(K1+K2Avr(x)+K3(Avr(x))2) (3)

where Avr(x) is the average of x calculated from t = t ′ to
t = t ′ + Tslow j. We have numerically verified that, for high

f f ast

fslow center
ratios, the effect of ∆T becomes negligible and the

mean value (mout put) of the output sequence Sdual oscillator ap-
proaches the fast clock duty cycle d f ast .

In order to choose the design parameters such as
f f ast

fslow center
, f0 and frng appropriately, the concept of approx-

imate entropy (ApEn) [19] was employed as a measure of
sequential irregularity or randomness. ApEn is an essential
tool which has been introduced for this purpose [20, 21], and
based on the frequencies of repeating patterns in the out-
put sequence. The approximate entropy ApEn of order m,
(m ≥ 1) is defined as:

ApEn(m) =Φ(m) −Φ(m+1)

Φ(m) = ∑
2m

`=1π`logπ`
(4)

where m is the block length, 2m is the number of all
possible patterns and π` is the relative frequency of pattern
` = (i1, ..., im) in the output sequence. Thus, sequences with
large ApEn values imply substantial irregularity, or random-
ness [20].

On the contrary to classical statistical tests, ApEn pro-
vides a rigorous metric for proximity to randomness of a sin-
gle finite sequence, particularly a very short sequence, with-
out considering its underlying source [21]. This useful ca-
pability makes the utilization of ApEn ideal for the numer-
ical model of the proposed design. Shannon Entropy could
be also used in the given model, however it should be noted
that accurate calculation of Shannon Entropy requires the se-
quence to be infinite. The use of ApEn is more appropriate
for the developed model where numerical binary sequences
are finite.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF NUMERICAL MODEL

In order to verify the feasibility and the correct operation
of the developed model, topology given in Fig. 1 was im-
plemented numerically. A double-scroll attractor was used
in the numerical model as the core of the RNG. Exploited
chaotic attractor was obtained from a simple model given in
[22] and is expressed by the Equation 5. It should be noted
that when the nonlinearity is replaced by a continuous non-
linearity, the system is qualitatively similar to Chua’s oscil-
lator.

ẋ = f0y
ẏ = f0z
ż = f0(−ax−ay−az+ sgn(x))

(5)

where f0 corresponds to center operation frequency of
the chaotic oscillator. The equations in 5 generate chaos for
different set of parameters. For example, the chaotic attrac-
tor shown in Fig. 3 is obtained from the numerical analysis

of the system with a = 0.666 using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta
algorithm with an adaptive step size.

Figure 3: Results of the numerical analysis of the chaotic
oscillator.

In order to address important design issues, numerical
simulations were performed by sweeping the corresponding
model parameters. Using the given Equation 2, output se-
quences have been obtained with the corresponding mout put

and ApEn values, of order 8 for a sequence length of 20000

bit, for different values of
f f ast

fslow center
, f0, frng, d f ast and ∆T

where frng = fslow center .

Figure 4: Mean value of Sdual oscillator sequence with respect
to d f ast and ∆T .

The mean value of Sdual oscillator sequence mout put is plot-
ted in Fig. 4 as a function of d f ast and ∆T for d f ast ∈



[0.4,0.6]. The mean values for higher
f f ast

fslow center
ratios are

also shown in Fig. 5 for d f ast = 0.5. It should be noted
from the given graphs that, mout put is sensitive to starting

phase difference∆T for
f f ast

fslow center
< 20 while the effect of ∆T

becomes negligible for high
f f ast

fslow center
ratios, and the mean

value of the output sequence approaches the fast clock duty
cycle d f ast . As a consequence, to provide unbiased output
sequence, fast oscillator should have a balanced duty cycle
and its frequency should be increased.

Figure 5: Mean value of Sdual oscillator sequence with respect
to f f ast/ fslow center and ∆T .

In implementation, model parameters belong to non-
linear transfer function of the VCO, given in Equation 1,
were assigned as C1 = 0.5, C2 = 1 and C3 = −0.08 where,

K1 = C1+2xmax

2xmax
, K2 =C2/(2xmax) and K3 =C3/(2xmax). These

model parameters are realistic values based on 74HCT4046A
VCO integrated circuit module and determined by a curve
fitting method.

Figure 6: Approximate entropy of Sdual oscillator sequence
with respect to f f ast/ fslow center and frng.

As shown in Fig. 6, ApEn of the output bit sequence
decreases as the frng increases and along with the increase in

f f ast

fslow center
, ApEn increases as well. In Fig. 7 how ApEn of the

output sequence, can come close the maximum information
entropy (ln2) which might be possible for a perfect TRNG is

shown as a function of
f f ast

fslow center
and f0. Throughput data rate

( frng) is basically limited by the f0 and an increase either in

f0 or
f f ast

fslow center
results in an increase in ApEn making much

higher data rates possible.

Figure 7: Approximate entropy of Sdual oscillator sequence
with respect to f f ast/ fslow center and f0.

Although, it has been numerically verified that bit se-
quence Sdual oscillator passed the test suite of FIPS-140-2 [23]

without post-processing, down to
f f ast

fslow center
= 40, 200 is an

optimum value for the given ratio after which ApEn stays
steady. In accordance with the practical limitations, in or-
der to obtain perfectly uncorrelated binary sequences with
maximum entropy, f f ast should be increased by considering
a balanced duty cycle.

In order to compare robustness of double-scroll attrac-
tor based TRNGs against external interference, approximate
entropy values of the binary sequences generated by differ-
ent techniques [15, 16] in the presence of sinusoidal signal
interference are calculated by using numerical models. In
Fig. 8, corresponding ApEn values of order 8 for a sequence
length of 20000 bit are given versus m, where m is the ratio of
interfering sinusoidal signal amplitude to chaotic signal (x)
amplitude.

Figure 8: Comparison between the robustness of double-
scroll attractor based TRNGs in the presence of sinusoidal
signal interference.

As shown in Fig. 8, chaos-modulated dual oscillator ar-



chitecture, DOA is not sensitive to non-random influences
coupling into the source while the other methods are. Ad-
ditionally, numerical results demonstrate that, in comparison
with PES [16] where random sequences are generated by pe-
riodically sampling one of the state, TRNG denoted by POM
[15] which uses Poincaré map of the chaotic system is more
robust against sinusoidal signal interference. However, sinu-
soidal signal amplitude must be smaller than the chaotic sig-
nal amplitude for the POM to remain unaffected. In the given
graph that, ln2 is the maximum information entropy which
might be possible for a perfect TRNG. It is noteworthy that,
chaos-modulated dual oscillator architecture not only offers
much higher throughput rates but also provides more robust-
ness against external interference.

5. CONCLUSIONS

An effective and accurate model of chaos-modulated dual
oscillator-based random number generators was developed.
The model allows the assessment of the output randomness
as a function of design parameters, thus provides an essen-
tial tool to help resolve important design issues. Numeri-
cal results demonstrate that, chaos-modulated dual oscillator
architecture is more robust against external non-random in-
terference. Model can adapt dual oscillator architecture for
any chaotic oscillator existing in the literature, by determin-
ing appropriate design parameters. In conclusion, numerical
results presented in this paper not only verify the feasibility
of the developed model, but also encourage its use for the
realization of a high-performance random number generator
circuit as well.
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